Stadium & Track Use Regulations

- All stadium use requests shall be processed through the Athletic Department.
- Use only sneakers or running flats inside the fence:
  - No cleated or heeled shoes
  - No spikes or turf shoes
  - Please jog on outside lanes of track
- No spectators inside fence
- Enter through one of the gates. Do not jump over fences
- No swearing or offensive language
- No food, gum, beverages (except water), or glass containers inside the fence
- No bicycles, motorbikes, roller skates/blades or skateboards inside fence
- No unauthorized pets
- All trash must be placed in a trash receptacle, no littering
- If requesting use of our sound systems, the person must have experience with our systems and be approved by the Director of Athletics, Scott Barker
- All stadium occupants must follow the rules and regulations requested by security or supervisors of the event, or they will be asked to leave the premises
- No tobacco, alcohol or illegal drugs
- If concessions are to be cooked on site & sold during your event, you are required to pay for and obtain a Department of Health permit and provide safe server certificates to our Director of Food Service, Paulette Vangellow.

These regulations will be strictly enforced